
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of lean consultant. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for lean consultant

Design and execute organisational / operational improvements on specific
projects using Lean and Six Sigma methodologies
Support Operational teams in developing their future design and in
implementing improvements
Own the transformation for specific dimensions, taking the lead in facilitating
improvements in that area
Evolve the toolsets and best practices and contribute to the development of
the overall lean team
Support continuous improvement activity and business improvement projects
with teams who have already been through a Lean transformation
Within the project frame is accountable for meeting project deadlines and
budgets and reaching projects’ expected results
Responsible for the success of the Lean transformation across Elanco, he/she
act as a leader for a team of local change leaders and change agents to
ensure the completion of your team’s work in a timely and effective manner
Responsible for coaching and capability building local change leaders and
local change agents towards success and development
Prepares periodic written reports for Steering Committee regarding project
status and keeps Operations Excellence leader informed of project direction
Structure a lean transformation into a large department, set-up guidelines for
work stream leaders, anticipate issues and manage the pace of the
transformation

Example of Lean Consultant Job Description
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System thinker (ability to understand process flows)
Credibility and respect at all levels of the plant
Solid knowledge and exposure to traditional lean transformation tools and
techniques, , Kaizen methods, TP, TQM, policy deployment, JIT, Kanban,
Hoshin, SMED, 5S, Poka Yoke, visual management, VSM, SOP
Professional experience in all areas of Lean Manufacturing, , the Toyota
Production System, kaizen methods, TPM, JIT, SMED
Strong knowledge of lean operations, , Kaizen, Six Sigma tools
Experience with a major organizational change with your company, such as a
post-merger integration, outsourcing/offshoring, or a turnaround


